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Abstract The Mediterranean Basin has an important conservation value given its high
biodiversity and high number of endemic species, which have co-existed with human
traditional practices for centuries. However, northern areas as the Iberian Peninsula have
experienced intensification in livestock production in recent past, with consequent
reduction in habitat quality. In this study we assessed the importance of fenced highway
verges as habitat for small mammals in Mediterranean agrosilvopastoral landscapes. More
specifically, we compared small mammal abundance between highway verges and the
adjacent two main land uses (‘‘montado’’ and open areas); compared the vegetative
structure among these land uses; and addressed how vegetation structure influences species
occupancy. Thirty-six sites were sampled in agrosilvopastoral system areas in southern
Portugal (sampling effort 8,840 trap-nights). A total of 351 individuals from target species
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were captured: 157 wood mice (Apodemus sylvaticus), 95 western Mediterranean mice
(Mus spretus) and 99 greater white-toothed shrews (Crocidura russula). Capture–mark–
recapture analyses were performed to estimate population size. Our data suggests that
fenced highway verges promote better vegetative structure conditions which in turn favor a
higher animal abundance therein. We suggest the adoption of management practices to
increase the height and cover of herbaceous and shrub layers in road verges, together with
creating grazing controlled areas in highway vicinity, particularly in ‘‘montado’’ patches,
linked by vegetated linear features. This would increase habitat and refuge for a large
numbers of species, including small mammals, and thus benefiting the trophic chain and
the whole agrosilvopastoral system.
Keywords Mediterranean  Iberia Peninsula  Montado woodlands  Road ecology 
Capture–mark–recapture  Apodemus sylvaticus  Mus spretus  Crocidura russula

Introduction
The Mediterranean Basin has a worldwide recognized conservation value, mostly due to
exceptionally high floristic species richness and a high proportion of endemic species
(Myers et al. 2000). Although having successfully co-existed with human traditional
practices for centuries, Mediterranean ecosystems are experiencing increasing reduction in
habitat quality in recent years due to the intensification of livestock production (Blondel
et al. 2010). This is particularly true in the Iberian Peninsula (Donald et al. 2002; Meeus
1993; Reino et al. 2010).
The main effects of intensive livestock production is overgrazing and soil degradation
due to trampling (Ferreira 2000; Pinto-Correia and Mascarenhas 1999; Torre et al. 2007),
where the understory structure is often reduced to bare ground devoid of vegetation (Castro
and Freitas 2009; Ibáñez et al. 2007; Puerto et al. 1990). Overgrazing and soil trampling
may affect small mammal communities (Eccard et al. 2000; Gibson et al. 1992; Gonçalves
et al. 2011; Milchunas et al. 1998), by reducing food resources and making soils more
compact and less suitable for building and maintaining burrow systems (Bilotta et al.
2007). Additionally, overgrazing can limit vegetation cover, which in turn will increase the
exposure to predators (e.g. Torre et al. 2007).
It has been argued that within intensive agricultural landscapes, the conservation of
linear features such as hedgerows and field margins play a critical role in maintaining
biodiversity. Due to their spatial and structural characteristics, these linear vegetative
features provide habitat and refuge for large numbers of mammal species (Alain et al.
2006; Gelling et al. 2007; Stoate et al. 2001; Tattersall et al. 2002). Moreover, as they
function as natural corridors, hedgerows and similar habitat elements improve the structural connectivity within landscapes (Bennett et al. 2006) for these species.
The potential conservation value of road verges has also been recognized for decades
(e.g. Way 1977). Similar to hedgerows and field margins, road verges are known to be
important refuge habitats for many small-sized vertebrate and invertebrate species,
including ants (Tshiguvho et al. 1999), butterflies (Saarinen et al. 2005), bees (Hopwood
2008), beetles (Noordijk et al. 2009); birds (Meunier et al. 2000) and small mammals
(Bellamy et al. 2000; Oxley et al. 1974; Sabino-Marques and Mira 2011). Road verges may
also function as corridors linking habitat patches for many wildlife species (Bennett 1990;
Doncaster et al. 2001; Huijser and Clevenger 2006).
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In the Iberian Peninsula highway verges may play an important role as habitat providers
for small mammals in agrosilvopastoral habitats. In both Portugal and Spain highways are
fenced to mark the boundary between highway right-of-way and adjacent lands and to
prevent livestock from accessing the highway proper. This separation often results in
roadside verges with lush ungrazed vegetation that may offer cover from predators.
Because highways are widespread and expanding, verge management and conservation
may help improving population connectivity and long-term viability in human-dominated
landscapes (Huijser and Clevenger 2006). However, there is a lack of information
regarding the importance of fenced highway verges for small mammal species, including
for agrosilvopastoral landscapes in the Mediterranean region.
Highway verge management may be particularly important for small mammals and thus
for local biodiversity. Small mammals are situated mid-way along the food chain (e.g.
Golley 1960), playing an important role in seed dispersal and controlling invertebrates
(Montgomery and Montgomery 1990; Watts 1968). Further, they are an important food
source for birds of prey and carnivores (Askew et al. 2007; Virgós et al. 1999), including
threatened species such as European wildcat (Felis silvestris) (Moleón and Gil-Sánchez
2003; Sarmento 1996). Hence, small mammals are key organisms in the trophic chain and
their abundance and distribution can influence the population dynamics of both prey and
predators along transportation corridors (Hanski et al. 2001; Meunier et al. 2000; Mortelliti
and Boitani 2008).
The purpose of our study was to assess the importance of fenced highway verges as
habitat providers for small mammals. Specifically we addressed (i) whether there were
differences between the relative abundance of small mammals living in highway verge
habitat and two distinct but predominant adjacent habitat types (‘‘montado’’ and open
areas); (ii) whether small mammal abundance in highway adjacent habitat types (‘‘montado’’ and open areas) is similar to the one found in verge areas; (iii) whether vegetative
structure (height and cover) in highway verges differed from the two main habitat types;
and (iv) what effect vegetative structure may have on species occupancy. We focused on
the three most abundant surface-dwelling species in our study area: wood mouse
(Apodemus sylvaticus, 1758), western Mediterranean mouse (Mus spretus, 1883) and
greater white-toothed shrew (Crocidura russula, 1870). For simplicity, greater whitetoothed shrew will be designated as ‘‘shrew’’ hereafter.
We expect highway verges to be an important habitat for these species, expressed by
higher abundances in highway verges relative to non-highway sites. Moreover, we expect
higher vegetation structure in highway verges, which may be positively related with
species occupancy. Our study should therefore be of interest for conservation biologists
and transportation planners seeking to understand species-roadway interactions and to find
solutions for conservation and protection of wildlife communities in increasingly developed mediterranean landscapes.

Materials and methods
Study area
The study area was located in the Alentejo region of southern Portugal, within 38°380 N,
8°340 W and 37°550 N, 8°120 W (Fig. 1). Highway verge habitat was studied in two fourlane highways: A2 and A6; opened to traffic in 1998 and 1995, respectively. Within the
highway verge we differentiated the vegetated central median located between highway
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Fig. 1 Location of the study
area in the Iberian Peninsula and
the sampling sites in the study
area. Site types are represented as
follows: black circles are
highway sites surrounded by
‘‘montado’’ areas; black squares
are sites in ‘‘montado’’ areas;
white circles are highway sites
surrounded by open areas; and
white squares are sites in open
areas. ‘‘Montado’’ and open areas
are represented by dark grey and
light grey, respectively. Other
land uses are represented in
white. Black lines are highways
(see Supplementary material for a
KML file with site locations)

lanes and the vegetated highway margin. Central median width was ca. 5 m while the
highway margin width ranged from 16 to 30 m. The fencing follows the outermost side of
margin. During the sampling period (March to May of 2008), the mean nighttime traffic
volume (2,100–0,600 h) was 242 ± 301 (A2) and 163 ± 163 (A6) vehicles per hour
(BRISA highway enterprise database).
Land use across study area is mainly represented by ‘‘montado’’ and open habitats.
‘‘Montado’’ is a traditional Mediterranean agrosilvopastoral system (Aronson et al. 2009;
Blondel et al. 2010), mostly concentrated in Portugal and Spain (where it is called
‘‘dehesa’’), covering over three million ha in the Iberian Peninsula (Blondel et al. 2010;
Gaspar et al. 2007; Moreno and Pulido 2008). These areas are covered by scattered trees in
varying densities, mainly dominated by cork oak (Quercus suber) and holm oak (Q. ilex),
superimposed to a mosaic of crops, grassland, fallow lands, shrubland, and extensive
animal grazing and cultivation (Pinto-Correia and Mascarenhas 1999). Shrubs are dominated by Cistus, Erica, Lavandula, and Ulex sp. Amid ‘‘montado’’ patches there are areas
devoid of trees that are used for crops or left fallow, hereafter referred as open habitats.
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According to the Iberian Climate Atlas (AEMET-IM 2011), across the entire study area the
climate is temperate (the coldest months are between 0 and 18 °C), with a dry period in
summer which is classified as hot (average temperature in the hottest month above 22 °C)
or temperate (average temperature in the hottest month below or equal to 22 °C, and with 4
months or more with average temperatures above 10 °C).
Small mammal sampling
We quantified the target species abundance in highway verges within pastured ‘‘montado’’
and open habitats and in non-highway sites (pure ‘‘montado’’ and open areas). Our sampling design consisted of four different sampling site types: (1) highway verges surrounded
by ‘‘montado’’ (HWY_MONT; n = 7); (2) highway verges surrounded by open areas
(HWY_OPEN; n = 7); (3) pure ‘‘montado’’ areas (MONT; n = 11); and (4) homogeneous
open areas (OPEN; n = 11). Prior to sampling, we identify 30 potential sampling sites for
each site type. For non-highway sites, we only considered areas exhibiting frequent
overgrazing signs: livestock manure, patches of bare ground without plant regeneration
and, where present, young trees broken. The sampling sites were then randomly chosen
within this set of locations. To minimize spatial autocorrelation sites were located at least
500 m apart (neighborhood distance: mean = 1,702 ± 1,654 m; max = 7,110 m).
Highway sites were sampled using three parallel trap-lines: one along the highway
central median (median), one along the highway verge (margin) and one outside the
highway area (outer). outer trap-lines were set parallel to the highway and at a distance
equivalent to the highway pavement width (ca. 25 m) (Fig. 2). Data from this trap-line was
used to infer if the expected positive verge effect extends to bordering areas. Highway
fencing is located in the outermost margin side. Between margin and main land use
(‘‘montado’’ or open habitats), there is a mowed strip with ca. 5 m, for fire prevention. For
non-highway sites (MONT and OPEN), we set two parallel trap-lines, also ca. 25 m apart.
In all cases, each trap-line contained 20 baited ShermanTM live traps, 10 m apart.
The first four sampled sites were surveyed for six consecutive nights, but for logistical
reasons, remaining sites were sampled for five nights. This was supported by inspecting the
capture–recapture history, in which the majority of new captures occurred within the first
three nights (see Fig. A in supplementary material). Site survey order was randomly
assigned and four sites where sampled simultaneously.
Captured animals were marked with a fur cut mark, sexed, weighed and released at
capture site. This procedure took approximately 5 min per individual. Capture procedures

Fig. 2 Trap-lines location in highway sites (median, margin and outer). Outer line was set at the same
distance as median–margin line distance (ca. 25 m). Adjacent to the highway limit there is a mowed strip for
fire prevention. Highway fence is placed between margin and mowed areas. Distances are not equally scaled
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and animal handling were in conformity with Portuguese Biodiversity Conservation
Institute directives (ICNB, Instituto da Conservação da Natureza e Biodiversidade).
Vegetative structure characterization
Species of herbaceous and shrub layers in verges may often be similar to ones found in
adjacent areas (Santos et al. 2007; Tanghe and Godefroid 2000), although several exotic
species are regularly planted in highway verges (Forman and Alexander 1998). We were
mainly concerned with vegetative structure (height and cover), as this may be a limiting
factor for small mammals’ persistence (Muñoz et al. 2009; Torre et al. 2007), even if
provided by exotic species. Therefore, vegetation height and cover of both the herbaceous
and shrub layers were quantified. These four variables were measured at all four site types
by the same two observers. Around each trap location (1 m radius) we visually estimated
the mean height and cover of each vegetation layer. The estimation for each trap was a
consensus between the two observers. Previous to site categorization, several trials were
performed and results discussed within the fieldwork team. Height estimates were categorized in 10 cm classes. For cover we classified the layers at each trap location as one of
four classes (0–25 %, 25–50 %, 50–75 % and 75–100 %).
Data analysis
Small mammals’ population size
In order to evaluate if our sampling design could provide an accurate representation of
population size (N), and hence reliable species abundances, we used capture–mark–
recapture (CMR) analyses to estimate the population size (Nest) of each species. For
sampling sites with two or more captured individuals (per species), we estimated Nest using
the ‘Rcapture’ R package (Baillargeon and Rivest 2009). This package uses Poisson
regressions to estimate parameters in a CMR experiments and produces maximum likelihood estimates of the loglinear models’ parameters. Nest is then derived from these
loglinear parameters (Baillargeon and Rivest 2009).
We assumed that all populations in sampled sites were ‘‘closed’’, which indicates that
neither mortality nor immigration occurred during the sample period. Hence, the size of a
closed population does not vary during the experiment. This assumption is reasonable for
capture–recapture experiments held over a short period of time. We used a bias correction
(function ‘closedp.bc’) for small samples to improve estimations and stabilize the standard
errors estimates (Baillargeon and Rivest 2009); and assumed equal probabilities of capture
during the experiment. Because small samples often lead to large standard errors, we
considered only estimates where the coefficient of variation (standard deviation of Nest
divided by Nest) was lower than 30 % (Rivest personal communication). One limitation of
‘Rcapture’ is that it does not handle trap deaths. Therefore we remove from analysis all
death records (wood mouse n = 3; western Mediterranean mice n = 2; and shrew n = 4).
The number of captures and Nest were compared by Wilcoxon paired test.
Small mammals’ abundance and vegetative structure comparisons among sites
We used the minimum number of live small mammals per sampling effort as an index of
abundance. We compared small mammal abundance and the vegetation structure for each
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of the four sampling site types. We did not consider the data from the outer trap-line of
highway sites in these comparisons, as we were primarily interested in relating the species
information and the vegetation structure within the highway right-of-way with the two land
use types. We then compared the abundance among the three trap-lines for highway sites
(median, margin and outer).
We used a v2 contingency test to compare the number of small mammals trapped in
each sampling site type by sex. Because of the small sample size we pooled all trap-line
data, except for wood mouse in HWY_MONT and for shrew in HWY_OPEN. For these,
comparisons for each trap-line were also performed. In all cases, p values were computed
by Monte Carlo simulations using 2,000 replicates (Hope 1968).
In all comparisons, and due to non-normality of data and small sample size, we used
Kruskal–Wallis tests and subsequent non-parametric multiple comparisons using the R
package ‘agricolae’ (Mendiburu 2010). Because sequential Bonferroni correction of significance levels (Holm 1979) can inflate the Type I error rate (Moran 2003), we report
unadjusted significance values, highlighting those that remain significant after correction
(see Tables A, B, C, D in supplementary material).

Relating small mammals occupancy with vegetative structure
We modeled species occupancy according to vegetative structure at the trap level. For each
species, all traps were coded as ‘presence’ if at least one individual was trapped during the
sampling period and ‘absence’ otherwise, which was used as the response variable.
Generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs, Breslow and Clayton 1993) with logistic link,
a binomial error distribution and Laplace approximation were built using the R package
‘lme4’ (Bates and Maechler 2010). The four vegetation variables (cover and height of
herbaceous and shrub layers) were used in models as fixed effects and site identification
nested in site type was used as random effect. Vegetation cover variables were treated as
equally spaced ordinal variables.
Before model building, we checked for collinearity between vegetation variables as it
may inflate the variances of the parameter estimates, by verifying the variance inflator
factor (Graham 2003). We also checked for spatial autocorrelation by plotting the residuals
of each GLMM models containing all uncorrelated explanatory variables in spline correlograms (Bjørnstad 2009; Bjørnstad and Falck 2001).
Alternative models using all possible combinations of variables were built and ranked
according to the Akaike Information Criterion adjusted for small sample sizes (AICc)
(Burnham and Anderson 2002). The goal of building models using all variables’ combinations was to infer the relative importance of each vegetation predictor on species presence.
We computed the Akaike weights (wi) of all models and for each variable we summed the
weights of those models where the variable was included (Burnham and Anderson 2002).
AICc and wi were computed using the R package ‘MuMIn’ (Barton 2011). Because cover
attributes were treated as ordinal variables, ‘MuMIn’ does not report the models’ coefficients
for these variables. Instead, the package highlight the use of these variables in the models with
a ‘‘?’’. Therefore, ad hoc inspections were performed to verify the trend effect of herbaceous
and shrub cover in species presence: all models with AICc \3 containing these variables were
rerun and the coefficients for the ordinal variables were checked. No interaction terms were
included due lack of model convergence. All statistical computation and plots were made in R
environment (R Development Core Team 2010).
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Results
Population size
We captured 355 different individuals comprising 157 wood mice, 95 western Mediterranean mice and 99 shrews in a total sampling effort of 8,840 trap-nights. Incidental
records included three Cabrera’s voles (Microtus cabrerae) at highway sites and one black
rat (Rattus rattus) at one open site. We were able to estimate population size at 19 sites, of
which 10 were for wood mouse, five for western Mediterranean mouse and four for shrew.
Estimates ranged from two to 29 individuals per site for wood mouse; four to 39 individuals for western Mediterranean mouse; and four to 20 individuals for shrew (Table 1).
Estimated values were not significantly different than the observed results (Wilcoxon pair
test, W = 0, p value \0.001). Hence, we consider that nearly all individuals in sampled
sites were captured and thus computed abundances were reliable.
Abundance and vegetation structure comparisons among sites
Overall there was a higher abundance of small mammals in highway sites compared to
non-highway sites; with highway sites surrounded by ‘‘montado’’ (HWY_MONT) having
the highest abundance values (Fig. 3; Table A in Supplementary material). Wood mice
were mainly captured in HWY_MONT, whereas few captures occurred in the other sites.
We captured a low number of wood mice and recorded no captures of western Mediterranean mice at ‘‘montado’’ sites (MONT), although this latter species was captured in
HWY_MONT. As for shrews, we found a higher abundance in both HWY_MONT and
highway sites surrounded by open areas (HWY_OPEN).
Regarding the number of captures by trap-line at the highway sites, the majority of individuals were captured in the margin line followed by the median trap-line (Fig. 4; Table B in
Supplementary material). We recorded a small number of captures in the outer trap-line in
Table 1 Estimates of population
size from CMR data by species
and sampling site type, assuming
closed population scenario

Species

Site type

Wood mouse

HWY_MONT

HWY_OPEN
MONT
Sampling sites consisted in
highway sites surrounded by
‘‘montado’’ areas
(HWY_MONT), highway sites
surrounded by open areas
(HWY_OPEN), pure ‘‘montado’’
areas (MONT) and pure open
areas (OPEN)
N minimum number alive, Nest
estimated population size for
each site, SE standard error of
Nest
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Site

SE

B1

25

30.1

3.2

25

27.5

2.0

B101

17

20.6

2.8

B102

19

20.0

1.2

B4

22

23.6

1.5

B3

9

10.7

1.9

M1

10

14.3

3.7

4

4.2

0.4

HWY_MONT

B4

3

3.6

1.1

HWY_OPEN

B5

19

27.8

5.6

OPEN
Greater white-toothed
shrew

Nest

B2

M100
Western Mediterranean
mouse

N

E5

14

21.2

5.3

E8

31

38.7

4.2

HWY_MONT

B4

3

3.6

1.1

HWY_OPEN

B5

19

27.8

5.6

E5

14

21.2

5.3

E8

31

38.7

4.2

OPEN
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Fig. 3 Boxplots of small mammal abundance for each of the four sampling site types. Box upper and lower
limits represent the interquartile range (IQR), thick line is the median and ‘‘whiskers’’ are the ±1.5 9 IQR.
Circles are outliers. Sampling sites consisted in highway sites surrounded by ‘‘montado’’ areas
(HWY_MONT), highway sites surrounded by open areas (HWY_OPEN), ‘‘montado’’ areas (MONT) and
open areas (OPEN). Abundance refers to minimum number of individuals alive per sampling effort. Same
letters indicate no significant differences (p \ 0.05) between sites. Adjusted p values from sequential
Bonferroni correction are available in Table A of Supplementary material

HWY_MONT. The abundance of the three species combined was significantly lower in the
outer line than the median line (K = 11.2, p value = 0.035). As for wood mouse only, its
abundance in the outer line was marginally significantly lower from the verge line (K = 6.5,
p value = 0.051), while for western Mediterranean mouse it was marginally significantly lower
from the median line (K = 4.9, p value = 0.049). Nevertheless, all these comparisons are not
significant if the sequential Bonferroni correction is applied (alpha = 0.017). Therefore, the
species abundance in highway bordering areas seem to be similar than the one found in verges.
We found no significant differences in sex ratios, except for wood mouse in MONT where
a higher number of males were captured (v2 = 6.5, n1 = 5, n2 = 17, p value = 0.020), and
for shrew in HWY_OPEN where a higher number of females were captured (v2 = 5.3,
n1 = 32, n2 = 16, p value = 0.032). This latter was due a higher number of captured
females in the median line (v2 = 7.1, n1 = 14, n2 = 3, p value \0.015).
Vegetative structure differed significantly among site types (Fig. 5; Table C in Supplementary material). The only pairs of site types for which we found no significant
differences after the sequential Bonferroni correction were in HWY_OPEN - MONT
(shrub height); HWY_OPEN - MONT (herbaceous height), and HWY_MONT - MONT
(herbaceous height). Overall we found taller and denser shrub layers in highway sites,
while herbaceous cover and height were higher in non-highway open sites (Fig. 5).
Relating small mammals’ occupancy with vegetative structure
All variables considered in the analysis showed an inflation factor below 2.0, suggesting
that collinearity was negligible (Chatterjee and Price 1991), and therefore the four
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Fig. 4 Boxplots of small mammal abundance in highway sites by trap-line (median, margin and outer). Box
upper and lower limits represent the interquartile range (IQR), thick line is the median and ‘‘whiskers’’ are
the ±1.5 9 IQR. Circles are outliers. Highway sites were surrounded by ‘‘montado’’ areas (HWY_MONT)
or open areas (HWY_OPEN). Abundance refers to minimum number of individuals alive per sampling
effort. Where indicated, same letters indicate no significant differences (p \ 0.05) between sites. None of
the p values remained significant after sequential Bonferroni correction (Table B in Supplementary material)

predictors were retained for further analyses. We found no signs of autocorrelation for any
species after fitting full models’ residuals in correlograms (Fig. A in Supplementary
material).
The most parsimonious model for explaining variations in wood mouse presence at the
trap level was one in which shrub height and cover were the predictor variables. This
model accounted for 35 % of the Akaike weights (wi) in the model set. According to
DAICc ranking, the next four models had DAICc \3, indicating their similarity with the
best model, all including shrub height. These five models had a cumulative wi of 0.93
(Table 2). For western Mediterranean mouse we obtained three models with DAICc \3,
where the most parsimonious included herbaceous height only and had wi of 0.47. The
three models accounted for 85 % of wi. As for shrew, the most parsimonious model was
also the only one with DAICc \3, and included shrub height and herbaceous height,
accounting for 70 % of wi.
Coefficients of ordinal variables revealed a linear trend between cover and the presence
of species in all cases. From all model combination we obtained the AICc weight for each
vegetation cover attribute. Accordingly, the presence of wood mice was mainly related to
tall and dense shrubs; western Mediterranean mice were associated with sites with tall
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Fig. 5 Vegetation structure characteristics. Upper graphs boxplots of shrub and herbaceous height. Boxplot
upper and lower limits represent the interquartile range (IQR), thick line is the median and ‘‘whiskers’’ are
the ±1.5 9 IQR. Lower graphs mosaic plots of shrubs and herbaceous layers, by site type. Cover is
expressed in four classes where 1 represents a low cover and 4 represents high cover. The heights of the bars
in cover plots correspond to the relative frequencies of each class in each site type. Secondary y axis
represents the cumulative proportion of each class

herbaceous vegetation, while shrews were associated with tall shrubs and herbaceous
vegetation (Table 3).

Discussion
Our findings show that highway verges can be important habitat for small mammals within
intensively livestock used Mediterranean landscapes. We confirmed that highway verges
are capable of supporting a relatively high abundance of small mammals, in most cases
higher than pure ‘‘montado’’ and open sites. This was particularly true for wood mice and
shrews. Our results are in agreement with previous studies that have reported higher
abundances of small mammals in highway verges compared to surrounding areas (e.g.
Adams and Geis 1983; Bellamy et al. 2000; Meunier et al. 1999). Also, together with
observed captures of the endangered Cabrera vole in our study sites, we were able to
confirm that verges are not only used by multiple species, but also by those of high
conservation concern (Santos et al. 2007).
We found no differences in sex ratios for highway sites except for shrews. However, we
take this result with caution, as it can be difficult to identify correctly the sex of shrews due
the lack of sexual dimorphism (see Searle 1985). Thus, considering only the results from
wood mouse and western Mediterranean mouse, the presence of the highway does not
induce changes in sex ratios. The data further shows that within intensively used areas,
highway verges should be included in management plans toward conservation of biodiversity and the whole agrosilvopastoral system.
Being the first study in a Mediterranean environment regarding highway verge
importance for small mammals, our results suggest that the higher abundance here found
was related to the presence of fences. Fencing converts verges into grazing exclosure areas,
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Table 2 GLMMs describing target species presence with shrub and herbaceous height and density (fixed
effects), at the trap level
Interc

Shrub
height

Herbaceous
height

Shrub
cover

Herbaceous
cover

LL

DAICc

k

wi

Wood mouse
-4.1

0.023

-4.6

0.027

-4.3

0.023

-4.2

0.024

-4.7

0.027

-3.8

(null)

0.764
0.007

0.793
0.476

0.990

0.006

-359.4

7

0.0

0.35

-362.9

4

1.0

0.21

-359.1

8

1.4

0.17

-357.6

10

2.5

0.10

-362.7

5

2.6

0.10

-384.5

3

42.3

0.00

Western Mediterranean mouse
-5.6
-5.7

0.004

-5.8
-5.1

0.029

-234.7

4

0.0

0.47

0.029

-234.5

5

1.7

0.20

0.026

0.841

(null)

-232.6

7

1.9

0.18

-241.9

3

12.4

0.00

Greater white-toothed shrew
-5.5

0.011

-3.9

(null)

0.042

-313.6

5

0.00

0.70

-326.5

3

21.73

0.00

Cover variables were treated as ordinal. Shown are model estimates for each variable, log-likelihood (LL),
number of parameters (k), change in Akaike information criterion with correction for small sample sizes
(DAICc), AICc weight (wi). Models are ranked according to the DAICc. Only models with DAICc \3 are
shown, together with the null model. All models for the three species are listed in Table D in supplementary
material

Table 3 Relative importance of vegetation variable to explain species presence at the trap level
Species

Shrub height

Herbaceous height

Shrub cover

Herbaceous cover

Wood mouse

1.00

0.31

0.67

0.16

Western Mediterranean mouse

0.31

1.00

0.05

0.29

Greater white-toothed shrew

0.91

1.00

0.19

0.07

For each variable, the Akaike weights (wi) of the models where the variable was present were summed.
Higher values represent higher importance

allowing good vegetative structure to develop. In turn, the vegetation provides cover
protection from predators and important food and shelter resources for small mammals.
There is an extensive literature showing that cover is a limiting factor for small mammals
and required mainly for predator avoidance (Fitzgibbon 1997; Kotler 1997; Longland and
Price 1991; Muñoz et al. 2009; Torre et al. 2007). Our results are in agreement with this
previous research. All models showed that a higher probability of occupancy of wood mice
was related to taller and denser shrub cover. In fact, this species is often found in well
conserved and extensively managed ‘‘montado’’ patches (Rosalino et al. 2011) and,
according to our surveys, the shrub layer was significantly taller and denser in verges
surrounded by ‘‘montado’’ areas, relatively to pure areas themselves. This may explain the
higher abundance of this species in highway verges. Likewise, the absence of western
Mediterranean mice in ‘‘montado’’ sites and the low number of captures of shrews in
‘‘montado’’ and open areas is probably related to the low vegetative structure there found.
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Shrews are known to respond positively to grassland cover (Rodrı́guez and Peris 2007) and
its highest abundance was recorded in highway verges surrounded by open areas where the
herbaceous layer was taller.
Therefore, fenced highways probably make the highway verges an attractive habitat for
small mammals, particularly in areas of higher livestock pressure. In fact, vegetation in
verges is usually planted or managed in a way to allow their growth for artificial landscaping reasons, with occasional mowing, while in ‘‘montado’’ areas the livestock grazing
may significantly reduce the vegetative structure. Traditionally, extensive livestock
stocking rates permitted maintaining the shrub and herbaceous layers stable (Moreno and
Pulido 2008). However, after Portugal and Spain joined the European Union, the Common
Agricultural Policy led to a significant increase in stocking rates (Moreno and Pulido
2008). The livestock numbers reached similar densities to those found in highly productive
regions in northern Europe, in spite of the Mediterranean environments being less productive (Campos 2004).
When in high densities, livestock grazing and trampling result in a decrease of vegetative complexity, and thus in a reduction of cover and protection for small mammals. For
example, Torre et al. (2007) measured the small mammal abundance, species composition,
vegetation structure and soil compaction in 22 plots pertaining to two grazing levels
(grazed areas and cattle exclosures) in a Mediterranean landscape. They found that in areas
where cattle had been excluded, the vegetation height and density increased and soil
compaction decreased, which led to higher small mammal abundance and species richness.
The authors concluded that the effect of grazing on small mammal communities was
mainly due to reduced food availability and by negative effects of trampling on the
suitability of soils for building burrow systems. Other authors also described the negative
effects of trampling in soil compaction, with consequent reduction of the available area for
building and maintaining stable burrows for small mammals (e.g. Bilotta et al. 2007).
These facts may also explain the different abundance detected in the trap-lines of
highway sites. Overall we found a higher abundance of small mammals in the median line
and a lower abundance in the outer line, but no pair trap-line comparison remained significant after sequential Bonferroni correction. Although located nearby the verge, outer
trap-line traps were within the grazing area, and therefore the vegetative structure could
probably offer a low protection for predators. Thus, the median line might provide an extra
protection due to its location in between traffic lanes which may limit the incursions of
predators such as carnivores (Fahrig and Rytwinski 2009), and therefore allowing for
higher small mammal abundances in this line.
Given our results, we suggest that the proper management of highway verge vegetation
and the creation of grazing controlled areas nearby the highway might significantly
influence the abundance of small mammals, and therefore constitute two important actions
aimed to conserve biodiversity and habitats. Transportation agencies generally mow
highway verges regardless of the distance from highway edge. We recommend verges
continue to be managed for motorist safety objectives, but also that verge margins outside
of the ‘‘clear zone’’ (ca. 10–12 m from pavement edge) should be managed to allow taller
and denser vegetative structure. Although our target species responded positively to higher
vegetative structure, we detected some differences in the relative importance of different
height and cover of herbaceous and shrub layers. Therefore, verge management should try
to create vegetative structure that is variable in these attributes in order to favor greater
biodiversity of small mammal species living there (e.g. creating some spots with taller
shrubs and others without shrubs but with a higher and denser grass layer).
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Where applicable, verge management should also be included in broader scale conservation actions away from the highway for protecting connectivity of small mammal
populations and their habitat. Several studies demonstrated the positive effects of managed
grazing areas in vegetative structure and soil quality, which in turn favored higher small
mammal abundance (Eccard et al. 2000; Fitzgibbon 1997; Gelling et al. 2007; Gonçalves
et al. 2011; Hayward et al. 1997; Todd et al. 2000). Thus, we suggest creating fenced areas,
with very low rates of livestock grazing, within intensive sylviculture production areas.
These managed grazed areas could be linked to highway verges through other habitat
elements such as vegetated linear features, e.g., hedgerows or riparian areas. The creation
of these managed grazing areas and restoration of vegetative linear features could take
advantage of European Union agri-environment schemes (Donald and Evans 2006; Kleijn
and Sutherland 2003; Whittingham 2007). In subsidy programs, farmers are paid to modify
their farming practices to provide environmental benefits, including reduction of livestock
farming.
By implementing these practices, we would expect the improvement of the overall
landscape connectivity and population persistence of small mammals. In turn, by contributing to the population persistence of these species, these measures will help maintain
the equilibrium of the trophic chain and the regeneration of the agrosilvopastoral system.
For example, wood mice are an important prey species for top predators, including
endangered species such as wildcat (Moleón and Gil-Sánchez 2003; Sarmento 1996), and
also several raptor species (Korpimaki and Norrdahl 1991). Wood mice are also important
seed dispersers of acorns (Gómez et al. 2008).
In order to implement these two conservation actions, it is important to have an
inventory of distribution and quality of vegetative structure and habitat along highway
networks in Mediterranean regions of the Iberian Peninsula. This inventory should consider
the location and the quality of the vegetation structure of verge habitats occurring in
highway corridor and lands adjacent to it, including hedgerows, field margins and riparian
areas. A large-scale inventory could be performed with aerial images in a geographic
information system, although site-specific management actions would require field verification. With this information, potential sites to implement managed grazing areas could
be identified and selected based on proximity and connectivity to highway sections of
conservation value.
It should be noted that by increasing the prey density in highway verges, these may
attract more predators to the highway corridor. This will in turn increase the risk of
predator–vehicle collision, as reported for polecat (Mustela putorius) by Barrientos and
Bolonio (2009). However, as suggested by these authors and other studies (e.g. Grilo et al.
2009), by reducing the mesh size of existing highway fencing, particularly in locations
where is likely to occur mortality hot-spots (Ramp et al. 2005), it is possible to reduce the
access of predators to verge area.
Further study of fenced highway verges, together with grazing exclosure areas connected by natural habitat elements, will help identify the role of managed verges in the
conservation of small mammal populations and predators in the Mediterranean agrosilvopastoral system.
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